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no more. As Perceval knelt, weeping a11d pray- verse," which offended by its misuse of Holy
ing, there came the beam of silver light, and on Scripture as well as by its biting satire.
·
it the glowing Grail.
For this publication he was summoned before
In the morning he found Galahad's body, the Inquisition in October 1632. No one knows
beautiful, thin and worn as a saint's, and buried what happened during his examination, but we
it by the sea.
do know that he formally admitted that his
. " Because of pious zeal, repentance of sins, views were wrong and was compelled by the
and goodness," said King Arthur, " three of. you tribunal to live in strict seclusion for the rest
have had a vision of the Grail. But only Gala- of his life.
had really found the sacred cup."
GAMA (gii'mii), VAsco DA (14601-1524). For
The story of Sir Galahad is treated in Malory's more tha.n 60 years the Portuguese had slowly
" 1.\Iorte d' Arthur " and in other medireval but steadily been creeping farther and farther
romances. It is also the theme of Tennyson's down the west coast of Africa in their efforts
"Sir G·alahad, " and "The Holy Grail " in his to find a new route to the Indies. The southern
'
famous" Idylls of the King." (For other stories end of t h e continent had been r eached in 1488,
see also articles on Arthur and Round Table). but for nearly 10 years nothing had been done,
GALILEO (gal-i -le' o) (1564vAs c o o A G A M A
and in the meantime Portugal's
1642). The first astronomer to
neighbour, Spain, had entered ·
use the telescope for examining
the race for a route to the
heavenly bodies, the discoverer
East by sending out Columbus.
She had, it seemed , been sueof the pendulum's laws, and
the founder of modern physics,
cessful in the contest when
was Galileo Galilei (usually
' Tasco da Gama sailed from
Lisbo11 in July 1497, in a final
known. as Galileo). He was
born in Pisa, Italy, and died
attempt to r each India by t.he
78 years later, in the year of
route round Africa .
He was selected for the corn.Newton's birth.
When Galileo was a youth of
mand of t he four small vessels
19 he saw a lamp in the cathenot unlike those of Columbus
dral at Pisa swinging regularly.
because he was "a discreet
H e r ealized what no one had
man, of good understanding, and
realized before that a penwith gr eat courage ~or any
dulu:rp. swinging to and fro
great deed."
·
After r eaching Cape Verde on
could be used to measure time,
and so laid the foundation for
the west coast of Africa, Gama
the invention of the modern
steered boldly for the Cape of
Good Hope, called by his m en
clock (see P endulum). Galileo
dropped objects from the Leant he Cape of Storms. It required
ing Tower of Pisa, and proved
all his resolution to keep 4is
that falling bodies, however
crews to their voyage after they
heavy or light, fall at the same
had passed that point. On the
east coast of Mrica, Gama met
· rate. (See Gravitation.)
Galileo made his first t ele- The Portuguese man.ner who d1scovered
.
Italian
traders
who
gave
him
a
.
scope with a piece of organ pipe, the sea route to India by way of the Cape pilot for the r est of the voyage.
placing a lens at either end . . It
of Go?d Hope.
In May 1498, t en months after
only magnified three times, but later he made a he sailed from Lisbon, he landed at Calicut
telescope that magnified 30 times (see illustration on the west coast of India. His r eception by
under Astronomy) . With these he saw the the ruler of the city was not at all friendly, and
mountains on the moon's surface, found that after seeing enough to convince himself of the
the Milky Way was a mass of very faint stars, immense wealth of the country, he returned
and discovered the four largest satellites of the home.
planet Jupiter. What h e saw through his t eleWhen t he few survivors 55 out of about 170
scopes also COilvinced him of the truth of --arrived in Lisbon ii1 September 1499, they
Copernicus's view that the earth rotates on its were give11 a splendid rec-eption. Vasco da
axis and revolves round the sun, and his ardent (}ama was granted the coveted title Dom: while
support of th~ view was t he cause of difficulties his pensions and facilities for trade with the
with the Church. In 1616 he was given a formal Indies made him one of the richest me11 in the
warning, but nevertheless he again aroused the kingdom.
·
anger of the Church authorities by publishing a
In February 1502, Dom Vasco da Gama set
dialogue on " The Great Systems of th~ Uni- sail a second time for India, and returned in
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